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in the Quebec Conference (1864) clearly indicated how
state particularism was in the ascendency. Although
Mr. Alexander Mackenzie pressed his views* for a nni-
cameral legislature his opponent Mr. Macdonald, carried
his point in favour of creating a Senate.f And it was this
compromise of establishing an upper house of legislature
which obtained the sanction o£ the ^representatives o£
smaller provinces to the formation of the federation^
and enabled the Quebec Conference to arrive at a final
decision.
(I)) The Federal  Executive.
The part which the executive plays in the government
of a country is of supreme importance. It is not sufficient
only to ensure good legislation, for laws may be good but
the way in which they are executed can very easily defeat
the purpose of good legislation. This is why despotism
is always looked upon with abhorrence and the polity
which does not provide for proper execution of laws defeats
the ideal of democracy. Truly has it been said that fthe
exercise of authority is surrounded by a penumbra of
anarchy'.§ Evidently, therefore, political contentment
depends on the exercise of control over the administration
under which men live.
But the necessity of having proper form of executive
authority in a federation becomes greater, in view of the
* *c In the whole debate in the Parliament of Canada Alexander
Mackenzie alone seems to have pressed the idea that parliamentary  govern-
ment could be carried on by a single chamber. It was his opinion that second
chambers arose out of feudalism and that they tended to decline in impor-
»    tance with the spread of democracy."   Ibid. p. 50.
f Conference debates 36.   Quoted.   Ibid. p. 50.
J "The basis of representation in the Upper House was the great com-
promise of the conference, just as it had been in the Convention of the
American States at Philadelphia."
Mackay,   'The Unreformed Senate of Canada,' p. 39«
§ Laski.   * A Grammar of Politics,' p. 250.

